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SelfSelf--ReflectionReflection
What does What does ‘‘critical thinkingcritical thinking’’ mean to you?mean to you?
Which of these question and tasks require Which of these question and tasks require 
critical thinking?critical thinking?
–– Who is the main character in the story/book?Who is the main character in the story/book?
–– What is the setting?What is the setting?
–– What is the main idea of the chapter/book/story?What is the main idea of the chapter/book/story?
–– What do you think/predict will happen next?What do you think/predict will happen next?
–– Convert 2x+3 into a word problem.Convert 2x+3 into a word problem.
–– In your opinion, which character displayed the most In your opinion, which character displayed the most 

integrity?integrity?
–– Explain how physics and/or geometry apply to Explain how physics and/or geometry apply to 

playing pool or golf.playing pool or golf.
–– Explain how algebra is used to plan a budget.Explain how algebra is used to plan a budget.
–– In your opinion, which character displayed the most In your opinion, which character displayed the most 

integrity? Support your response.integrity? Support your response.

Questions frequently raised Questions frequently raised 
by Black studentsby Black students……

Why do we have to read this Why do we have to read this 
stupid book?stupid book?
When are we gonna use this When are we gonna use this 
stuff?stuff?

PhilosophyPhilosophy

Teach children what to think, Teach children what to think, 
and you limit them to your and you limit them to your 

ideasideas……
Teach children how to think, Teach children how to think, 
and their ideas are unlimited.and their ideas are unlimited.

---- Thinking Works PressThinking Works Press

African American and Latino 17 Year Olds African American and Latino 17 Year Olds 
Have Been Taught to Have Been Taught to ReadRead to the Same to the Same 

Levels as White 13 Year OldsLevels as White 13 Year Olds

Source: Source: NAEP 1999 Long Term Trends Summary Tables (online)
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African American and Latino 17 Year Olds African American and Latino 17 Year Olds 
Have Been Taught Math to the Same Levels as Have Been Taught Math to the Same Levels as 

White 13 Year OldsWhite 13 Year Olds

Source: NAEP 1999 Long Term Trends Summary Tables (online)
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Too Few 17 YearToo Few 17 Year--Olds Demonstrate Olds Demonstrate 
Strong Reading SkillsStrong Reading Skills

 African 
American 

Latino White 

Learn from Specialized 
Materials 

    1%     2%     8% 

Understand Complicated 
Information 

17 24 46 

Partial Skills 66 68 87 

Make Generalizations 95 97 98 

 
 

Source: USDOE, NCES, 1999 NAEP Summary Data Tables

Too Few 17 YearToo Few 17 Year--Olds Demonstrate Olds Demonstrate 
Strong Math SkillsStrong Math Skills

 African 
American 

Latino White 

Multi-Step Problem 
Solving 

     1%     3%    10% 

Moderately Complex 
Procedures 

27 38 70 

Numerical Operations 89 94 99 

 
 

Source: USDOE, NCES, 1999 NAEP Summary Data Tables

What is Critical Thinking? What is Critical Thinking? 
William Graham Sumner (1906)William Graham Sumner (1906)

[Critical thinking is]...the examination and test of proposition[Critical thinking is]...the examination and test of propositions of any s of any 
kind which are offered for acceptance, in order to find out whetkind which are offered for acceptance, in order to find out whether her 
they correspond to reality or not. The critical faculty is a prothey correspond to reality or not. The critical faculty is a product of duct of 
education and training. education and training. It is a mental habit and powerIt is a mental habit and power.. It is a prime It is a prime 
condition of human welfare that men and women should be trained condition of human welfare that men and women should be trained in in 
it. It is our only guarantee against delusion, deception, supersit. It is our only guarantee against delusion, deception, superstition, tition, 
and misapprehension of ourselves and our earthly circumstances. and misapprehension of ourselves and our earthly circumstances. 
Education is good just so far as it produces wellEducation is good just so far as it produces well--developed developed 
critical facultycritical faculty........A teacher of any subject who insists on accuracy A teacher of any subject who insists on accuracy 
and a rational control of all processes and methods, and who holand a rational control of all processes and methods, and who holds ds 
everything open to unlimited verification and revision is cultiveverything open to unlimited verification and revision is cultivating ating 
that method as a habit in the pupils. Men educated in it cannot that method as a habit in the pupils. Men educated in it cannot be be 
stampeded...They are slow to believe. They can hold things as postampeded...They are slow to believe. They can hold things as possible ssible 
or probable in all degrees, without certainty and without pain. or probable in all degrees, without certainty and without pain. They They 
can wait for evidence and weigh evidence...They can resist appeacan wait for evidence and weigh evidence...They can resist appeals to ls to 
their dearest prejudices. their dearest prejudices. Education in the critical faculty is the Education in the critical faculty is the 
only education of which it can be truly said that it makes good only education of which it can be truly said that it makes good 
citizens.citizens.

{Sumner, W. G. (1940). Folkways: A Study of the Sociological {Sumner, W. G. (1940). Folkways: A Study of the Sociological 
Importance of Usages, Manners, Customs, Mores, and Morals, New Importance of Usages, Manners, Customs, Mores, and Morals, New 
York: York: GinnGinn and Co., pp. 632, 633.}and Co., pp. 632, 633.}
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PaulPaul’’s Definitions Definition
Critical thinking is the intellectually disciplined Critical thinking is the intellectually disciplined 
process of process of actively and skillfullyactively and skillfully
conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, 
synthesizing, and/or evaluating information synthesizing, and/or evaluating information 
gathered from, or generated by, observation, gathered from, or generated by, observation, 
experience, reflection, reasoning, or experience, reflection, reasoning, or 
communication, communication, as a guide to belief and as a guide to belief and 
actionaction. In its exemplary form, it is based on . In its exemplary form, it is based on 
universal intellectual values that transcend universal intellectual values that transcend 
subject matter divisions: clarity, accuracy, subject matter divisions: clarity, accuracy, 
precision, consistency, relevance, sound precision, consistency, relevance, sound 
evidence, good reasons, depth, breadth, and evidence, good reasons, depth, breadth, and 
fairness. fairness. 

Features of CTFeatures of CT
It entails the examination of those It entails the examination of those 
structures or elements of thought implicit in structures or elements of thought implicit in 
all reasoning: purpose, problem, or all reasoning: purpose, problem, or 
questionquestion--atat--issue; assumptions; concepts; issue; assumptions; concepts; 
empirical grounding; reasoning leading to empirical grounding; reasoning leading to 
conclusions; implications and consequences; conclusions; implications and consequences; 
objections from alternative viewpoints; and objections from alternative viewpoints; and 
frame of reference. frame of reference. 
Critical thinking Critical thinking -- in being responsive to in being responsive to 
variable subject matter, issues, and variable subject matter, issues, and 
purposes purposes -- is incorporated in a family of is incorporated in a family of 
interwoven modes of thinking, among them: interwoven modes of thinking, among them: 
scientific thinking, mathematical thinking, scientific thinking, mathematical thinking, 
historical thinking, economic thinking, moral historical thinking, economic thinking, moral 
thinking, and philosophical thinking.thinking, and philosophical thinking.

Two Components of CTTwo Components of CT

(1) a (1) a set of skillsset of skills
(2) a (2) a habithabit, based on , based on 
intellectual commitment, of intellectual commitment, of 
using those skills to guide using those skills to guide 
behavior.behavior.

CT is NotCT is Not……
–– (a) the mere acquisition and retention (a) the mere acquisition and retention 

of information alone, because it of information alone, because it 
involves a particular way in which involves a particular way in which 
information is sought and treated;information is sought and treated;

–– (b) the mere possession of a set of (b) the mere possession of a set of 
skills, because it involves the skills, because it involves the 
continual use of them; and continual use of them; and 

–– (c) the mere use of those skills ("as (c) the mere use of those skills ("as 
an exercise") without acceptance of an exercise") without acceptance of 
their results.their results.
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Motivation and CTMotivation and CT

Critical thinking varies according to the Critical thinking varies according to the 
motivation underlying it. When grounded in motivation underlying it. When grounded in 
selfish motives, it is often manifested in the selfish motives, it is often manifested in the 
skillful manipulation of ideas in service of skillful manipulation of ideas in service of 
one's own, or one's groups', vested one's own, or one's groups', vested 
interest. As such, it is typically intellectually interest. As such, it is typically intellectually 
flawed, however pragmatically successful it flawed, however pragmatically successful it 
might be. When grounded in might be. When grounded in fairfair--
mindedness and intellectual integritymindedness and intellectual integrity,,
it is typically of a higher order intellectually, it is typically of a higher order intellectually, 
though subject to the charge of "idealism" though subject to the charge of "idealism" 
by those habituated to its selfish use. by those habituated to its selfish use. 

CT is a lifelong endeavorCT is a lifelong endeavor……
Critical thinking of any kind is never universal Critical thinking of any kind is never universal 
in any individual; everyone is subject to in any individual; everyone is subject to 
episodes of undisciplined or irrational episodes of undisciplined or irrational 
thought. Its quality is therefore typically a thought. Its quality is therefore typically a 
matter of degree and dependent on , among matter of degree and dependent on , among 
other things, the quality and depth of other things, the quality and depth of 
experience in a given domain of thinking or experience in a given domain of thinking or 
with respect to a particular class of questions. with respect to a particular class of questions. 
No one is a critical thinker throughNo one is a critical thinker through--andand--
through, but only to suchthrough, but only to such--andand--such a degree, such a degree, 
with suchwith such--andand--such insights and blind spots, such insights and blind spots, 
subject to suchsubject to such--andand--such tendencies towards such tendencies towards 
selfself--delusion. For this reason, the delusion. For this reason, the 
development of critical thinking skills and development of critical thinking skills and 
dispositions is a lifedispositions is a life--long endeavor.long endeavor.

SummarySummary
Critical thinking is, in short, selfCritical thinking is, in short, self--
directed, selfdirected, self--disciplined, selfdisciplined, self--
monitored, and selfmonitored, and self--corrective corrective 
thinking. It presupposes assent to thinking. It presupposes assent to 
rigorous standards of excellence rigorous standards of excellence 
and mindful command of their use. and mindful command of their use. 
It entails effective communication It entails effective communication 
and problemand problem-- solving abilities and solving abilities and 
a commitment to overcome our a commitment to overcome our 
native egocentrism and native egocentrism and 
sociocentrismsociocentrism..

A well cultivated critical thinker:A well cultivated critical thinker:
raises vital questions and problems, formulating raises vital questions and problems, formulating 
them clearly andthem clearly and
precisely; precisely; 
gathers and assesses relevant information, gathers and assesses relevant information, 
using abstract ideas tousing abstract ideas to
interpret it effectively comes to wellinterpret it effectively comes to well--reasoned reasoned 
conclusions and solutions, testing them against conclusions and solutions, testing them against 
relevant criteria and standards; relevant criteria and standards; 
thinks openthinks open--mindedly within alternative mindedly within alternative 
systems of thought, systems of thought, 
recognizing and assessing, as need be, their recognizing and assessing, as need be, their 
assumptions, implications, and practical assumptions, implications, and practical 
consequences; and consequences; and 
communicates effectively with others in communicates effectively with others in 
figuring out solutions to complex problems.figuring out solutions to complex problems.
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BloomBloom’’s Taxonomy:s Taxonomy:
Teaching DOWN to StudentsTeaching DOWN to Students

Evaluation
Synthesis
Analysis

Application
Comprehension

Knowledge

BloomBloom……
KnowledgeKnowledge (recalling facts,(recalling facts,

memorizing)memorizing)
Comprehension Comprehension (understanding)(understanding)
Application Application (doing)(doing)
Analysis Analysis (analyzing, (analyzing, 

exploring)exploring)
SynthesisSynthesis (creating)(creating)
Evaluation Evaluation (critiquing, (critiquing, 

judging, judging, 
researching)researching)

BloomBloom’’s Taxonomy:s Taxonomy:
Teaching UP to StudentsTeaching UP to Students

Evaluation
Synthesis
Analysis

Application
Comprehension

Knowledge
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Teaching and Reaching ALL Students:Teaching and Reaching ALL Students:
Leveling the Playing FieldLeveling the Playing Field

Evaluation
Synthesis
Analysis

Application
Comprehension

Knowledge

Services for All
(Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, Field Trips, Speakers, 

Service Projects, Leadership Experiences)

Services for Many
(Competitions, Research, Enrichment,

Ind. Study, Peer Mentoring, Learning Centers) 

Services of Some
(Subject Acceleration, Internships, Compacting)

Services for Few
(Acceleration, Grade Skipping; 

Early Entrance)

Treffinger (2004) Why do you prefer this Why do you prefer this 
illustration? What criteria are illustration? What criteria are 
you using to make this choice?you using to make this choice?

Why do you like this drawing Why do you like this drawing 
better?better?

What is your hypothesis?What is your hypothesis?Guess what you think will Guess what you think will 
happen?happen?

What evidence do you have to What evidence do you have to 
support your answer or support your answer or 
position?position?

Tell me why you think this is Tell me why you think this is 
true.true.

What is your analysis, What is your analysis, 
evaluation or opinion of this evaluation or opinion of this 
story? Explain your position.story? Explain your position.

What do you think of this What do you think of this 
story?story?

How do you categorize these How do you categorize these 
items? (name the object)items? (name the object)

How do you put these things How do you put these things 
into groups?into groups?

What do you predict will What do you predict will 
happen?happen?

What do you think will happen What do you think will happen 
next?next?

LetLet’’s compare these two s compare these two 
pictures. How are they alike and pictures. How are they alike and 
different?different?

LetLet’’s look at these two pictures. s look at these two pictures. 
How are they alike?How are they alike?

Speaking ThoughtSpeaking Thought--fullyfully
(Language for success)(Language for success)

Speaking ThoughtSpeaking Thought--lesslylessly
(Language for failure or being (Language for failure or being 

average)average)
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I will make a difference. That’s 
what teaching is about. 

I can’t make a difference for 
those students.

If she fails, it’s our fault. How 
can we improve?

If she fails, that’s her fault; 
that’s her problem.

If I don’t try to help him, I am 
wasting his life and time.  

Why should I waste my time 
on him?

She has learned to dislike 
school (reading, etc.). How I 
can motivate and interest her?

She doesn’t want to learn.

They’ve learned poor work 
habits.

They are so lazy.

He doesn’t know how to work. 
He needs to work on improving 
his effort and work ethic.

He’s not smart/gifted.

She can do better.  I expect 
and want her to do better.

That’s good enough for her. 
That’s all I expected.

He can do it.  He will do it.He can’t do it.

Dynamic ThinkingDynamic ThinkingDeficit ThinkingDeficit Thinking A Culture of Thinking: A Culture of Thinking: 
Language of a Thinking VocabularyLanguage of a Thinking Vocabulary

ThinkResearchPostulateExploreDiscoverContend

TheorizeReflectPositExplainDiscernContemplate

SupposeRecognizePonderExamineDetermineConsider

SuggestRebutJustifyEvidenceDetectConjecture

StudyReasonJudgeEstimateDeriveCogitate

SolveQuestionInterpretEntertainDemonstrat
e

Conclude

ScrutinizeProveInquireElucidateDeduceAssume

RuminateProposeInferDoubtCriticizeAssess

ReviewProbeHypothesizeDissectConvinceAscertain

ResolvePresumeGuessDisputeContradictAnalyze

Teach children what to think, and you limit them to your ideas. Teach 
children how to think, and their ideas are unlimited. 

Thinking Works Press

Infusing the Teaching of Infusing the Teaching of 
Critical and Creative Thinking Critical and Creative Thinking 

Into Content InstructionInto Content Instruction

R.J. Swartz and S. Parks (1994)R.J. Swartz and S. Parks (1994)
Critical Thinking Books & SoftwareCritical Thinking Books & Software
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QUESTIONING QUESTIONING 
TECHNIQUES & STRATEGIESTECHNIQUES & STRATEGIES
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Food for thoughtFood for thought……
The immature mind is not merely The immature mind is not merely 
ignorant or unskilled but unreflective.ignorant or unskilled but unreflective.

---- Wiggins and Wiggins and McTigheMcTighe (1998)(1998)
A good guiding question is the A good guiding question is the 
fundamental query that directs the fundamental query that directs the 
search for understanding.search for understanding.

––TraverTraver (1998)(1998)
The most important instructional The most important instructional 
strategy may be that of strategy may be that of 
questioning.questioning.

Types of QsTypes of Qs

11 ClosedClosed--ended vs. openended vs. open--endedended
(convergent vs. divergent)(convergent vs. divergent)
(skinny vs. fat)(skinny vs. fat)

what to thinkwhat to think……

22 MultiLayeredMultiLayered/complex/sophisticated/complex/sophisticated

how to thinkhow to think……

Essential Questions & ExamplesEssential Questions & Examples
…… how to thinkhow to think……

Target big ideas Target big ideas 
Promote depth/deep Promote depth/deep 
understandingunderstanding
Focus learningFocus learning
Clarify Clarify 
Engage students/provoke Engage students/provoke 
interestinterest
Make the abstract become Make the abstract become 
more concretemore concrete
Scaffold/build/connectScaffold/build/connect
Assess depth of understandingAssess depth of understanding
Lead to more questionsLead to more questions

What is waste? What is waste? 
What is courage?What is courage?
Who is a great person?Who is a great person?
What is a friend?What is a friend?
When are laws fair/unfair?When are laws fair/unfair?
What is worth fighting for?What is worth fighting for?
Was Jefferson a hypocrite? Was Jefferson a hypocrite? 
Did he really think of slaves Did he really think of slaves 
as subhuman while writing as subhuman while writing 
the Declaration of the Declaration of 
Independence?Independence?
In what ways can a fairy tale In what ways can a fairy tale 
be true?be true?
Is honesty the best policy or Is honesty the best policy or 
just the right thing to do?just the right thing to do?

What is a good guiding question?What is a good guiding question?

Rob Rob TraverTraver (1998).  (1998).  Educational Leadership.Educational Leadership.
Characteristics of a Good Guiding QuestionCharacteristics of a Good Guiding Question

OpenOpen--ended, yet focus inquiryended, yet focus inquiry
–– (Encourage thinking, further query/questioning)(Encourage thinking, further query/questioning)

Contain emotive force and intellectual bite Contain emotive force and intellectual bite 
–– (When are laws unfair?)(When are laws unfair?)

Succinct Succinct 
–– (contain a few words, but demand a lot)(contain a few words, but demand a lot)
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At the end of each lecture/chapter/unit, At the end of each lecture/chapter/unit, 
students should be asked to answer two students should be asked to answer two 

questions:questions:

What is the major What is the major 
idea/point/lesson that you idea/point/lesson that you 
learned in class today?learned in class today?

What is the main unanswered What is the main unanswered 
question you leave class with question you leave class with 
today?today?

Knowledge Knowledge 
Words & QuestionsWords & Questions

Key WordsKey Words
Five Ws and HowFive Ws and How
ChooseChoose
FindFind
DefineDefine
Label listLabel list
SpellSpell
MatchMatch
NameName
Recall, retellRecall, retell
SelectSelect
Tell Tell 

What isWhat is…….? Where is?...? .? Where is?...? 
When didWhen did……??
How didHow did…… happen?happen?
What happened whenWhat happened when……??
Who were the mainWho were the main……??
Where did the story take Where did the story take 
place?place?

Comprehension Comprehension 
Words & QuestionsWords & Questions

Demonstrate, Demonstrate, 
ShowShow
ExplainExplain
IllustrateIllustrate
OutlineOutline
RephraseRephrase
SummarizeSummarize

How would you How would you ……??
What is another What is another 
word forword for……??
What is the main What is the main 
ideaidea……??
Explain what is Explain what is 
meant bymeant by……??
How would you How would you 
summarizesummarize……??

Application Application 
Words & QuestionsWords & Questions

ApplyApply
BuildBuild
ConstructConstruct
DoDo
ExperimentExperiment
Model, Make use Model, Make use 
ofof
OrganizeOrganize
PlanPlan
SelectSelect
UseUse

How would you How would you 
use/apply use/apply ……??
What examples can What examples can 
you findyou find……??
How would you How would you 
organizeorganize……??
How would you How would you 
makemake……??
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Analysis Analysis 
Words & QuestionsWords & Questions

Analyze, AssumeAnalyze, Assume
Compare & Compare & 
ContrastContrast
Dissect, divideDissect, divide
ExamineExamine
Inspect, inferInspect, infer
Predict Predict 
SurveySurvey
Take apartTake apart

How is How is …… related related 
toto……??
What inference can What inference can 
you make aboutyou make about……??
How are How are …… alike alike 
and different?and different?
What would What would 
happen ifhappen if……??

Synthesis Synthesis 
Words & QuestionsWords & Questions

AdaptAdapt
BuildBuild
Combine, Combine, 
construct, construct, 
compose, create, compose, create, 
changechange
Design, developDesign, develop
Imagine, invent, Imagine, invent, 
improveimprove

How would you How would you 
changechange…… to get a to get a 
new product?new product?
How could you How could you 
make something make something 
new out ofnew out of……??
What is a different What is a different 
way of doing this?way of doing this?

EvaluationEvaluation
Words & QuestionsWords & Questions

CriticizeCriticize
Defend, disputeDefend, dispute
EvaluateEvaluate
InterpretInterpret
Judge, justifyJudge, justify
ProveProve
RecommendRecommend
Support Support 

What is your opinion What is your opinion 
ofof……? Why?? Why?
What do you What do you 
recommend? Why?recommend? Why?
What would you What would you 
choose? Why?choose? Why?
What does research What does research 
say aboutsay about……??
How did you arrive at How did you arrive at 
that answer? What that answer? What 
evidence did you use evidence did you use 
to draw that to draw that 
conclusion?conclusion?

ActivityActivity……
In your group, think of a lesson that In your group, think of a lesson that 
you have recently taught or a book you have recently taught or a book 
that your class has read. Agree on that your class has read. Agree on 
one topic to discuss as a group. one topic to discuss as a group. 
Write two questions at each level of Write two questions at each level of 
BloomBloom’’s Taxonomy.s Taxonomy.

Or analyze the questions in Or analyze the questions in To Kill a To Kill a 
Mockingbird UnitMockingbird Unit.  Indicate where .  Indicate where 
each question is on Bloomeach question is on Bloom’’s s 
Taxonomy.Taxonomy.
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Final WordsFinal Words……
Speak less so your students will speak more.
Question your students often.
Ask big/essential questions (open-ended, 
divergent).
Focus on big ideas and concepts.
– Fairness, equality, power, peace, justice, 

systems, change…
Ask students to support/defend their 
ideas/statements.
Concrete abstract; abstract concrete.
Model thinking… thing aloud in front of your 
students. 
Compliment students when they raise critical 
questions.


